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RANK TESTS OF ̂ DEPENDENCE 1HEN SAMPLES ABE DBAH1 FROM 
N0NÇONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS OH CENSORED 
Dana VOBIÉ&KOVÂ, Prama 
Abstract: In this paper there are considered rank 
tests of independence when underlying distributions may-
be noncontinuous or observations are not exactly measur-
able in some intervals. The asymptotic normality of the 
test statistics obtained by the method of averaged scores 
is derived under the hypothesis. 
Key wori® and phrases: Rank test, hypothesis of inde-
pendence, censored sample, linear rank statistic, avera-
ged scores. 
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!• Introduction. Let (X1,Y1>,..., (Xa>Yn) be a random 
sample from a two-dimensional distribution which is arbit-
rary. Then, tie® of equal X- and Y- observations may occur. 
Let us denote by T « (Tlf...,Tg) resp. V • (%>•••!%) the 
vectors of lengths of ties X- resp. Y- observations. Obvi-
ously T-̂  +. .•+ T » n a ? 1 -K..+ V^. Let R^ stand for the 
rank of X^ in the sequence X.,,...,3^, let (̂  stand for the 
rank of Y^ in the sequence Yi>•••!*£• Let us denote (£,,«.« 
...,4^) by R and (Q19>**9^1) by Q. 
A similar situation occurs when observations may have 
a continuous distribution but we cannot distinguish exact 
values of X^'s lying in the same interval (x^ l f x . ) , 
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l&S&k or of Y^'s from the interval (7j~i*ypt l-&i-£nu 
Such a sort of a sample we shall call a censored sample. 
Without loss of generality we can suppose k = m = 1. For 
the construction of vectors of rattles observations from 
the same interval may be treated as if all of them take on 
the same value from the interval and form a tie. Then, we 
may consider the censored two-dimensional sample as a sam-
ple from a distribution with marginal distributions func-
tions given by 1.2 from £73 adding the index 1 or 2. 
It is obvious now, how censored samples correspond to 
samples from noncontinuous distributions (cf. t i l for a 
sample from a one-dimensional distribution) so we may res-
trict ourselves to the latter ones in the sequel. 
2. Rank statistic and its distribution under hypothe-
sis. We say that the two-dimensional observations 
^lf%^,***?^Xnfyn^ s a t i s :^ t n e hypothesis of independence 
when samples (X^,...,^) and (X-̂ ,...,X ) are independent 
the observations from the same sample being independent and 
identically distributed* 
^Kpressed by the common distribution function of two-
dimensional observations (X^,!^), 1-6 i-=-n: 
H(xfy) * H-jCx) HgXy) t - co «= x,y -c oo , 
where % , H2 are arbitrary distribution functions. 
• % 
The linear rank statistic for testing hypothesis of 
independence has a form S » . 2 ̂  m(R^) b(Q^), where »£»&£# 
l-fei.6n, are arbitrary constants, in the case of continuity. 
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Because the distribution!' of H and Q in the noncontinuity 
case depends on the vector T resp. V even under the hypo-
thesis we cannot use the statistic S. Then, analogically 
to the case of the hypothesis of randomness, we can use 
the method of randomization for both vectors of ranks or 
the method of averaged scores for both sequences of scores. 
Applying the method of randomization we get the sta-
tistic 
S*= . 2 ^ a(Rf ) b(Qf ), 
which beh#aves quite analogically as the statistic S under 
continuous distributions. 
We shall consider the statistic S obtained by the met-




(1) S » /Џ^ aíH^Ï) Ъ (Q^V). 
idler e 1i4"—"»*"% 
a(i,T) - S f i T +-+T.WH"* 
T l ^•••"f ^ - l ^ ^ ^ l ^•••+ \ t l&"k&gf 
and scores b(j,V), 1^ j-£n, are defined analogically. 
The distribution of 5* can be considered only conditio-
nally given T, V so that its evaluation is difficult. Then, 
an investigation of asymptotic normality of S is very im-
portant. 
Let us consider scores generated by one of the follo-
wing ways: 
(2) Sti) -• c, (-J-) , H.i*n. 
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£3) ^(i) - Ey(U ( i ) ) , 1.4 iAn, 
where <y(t), 0<t<:l, is a nonconstant function expressib-
le as a finite sum of monotone square-integrable functions. 
U**' denotes the i-th order statistic in a sample of a size 
n from the uniform distribution on (0,1). 
Hajek [33 published the following assertion about the 
special statistic S as Theorem 6+3: 
Theorem 1, Let the hypothesis of independence hold and 
let ^ i ) * l-6i-£n, satisfy (2) or (3). Put 
(*> \~ J i W ' *n %>V)* 
Then, for every £,>• 0, i£ :> 0 such n( 8 ,*»j ) e x i s t s , t h a t 
n> n( e , ^ ) together with 
»-» 44^1 (an(i'T) " V* . A (an ( i'V) " V*- *• 
(5) 
implies 
1 Л< ( aп ( І ) " V 2 
(6) sup I P ^ ^ B S . * x l ^ m r (SL/(T,V))/(T,V)) -
- $ ( x ) | -c «r . 
l e t 6-, be the coisaio& d i s t r i b u t i o n of F 1 ( X . ) , 1 . 6 i ^ n f 
•Ĝ  be the -c-wmcm d i s t r i b u t i o n function of -^(Xj)> l-£i--Vn t 
under the hypo-thesis of independsnce, where F, reap* Fg ^e~" 
notes the coamon d i s t r ibu t ion function of X- #s resp» X* ' s # 
Prt mA-iji ) - P(Fj(« ) » y ) , j * 1,2, i n the points of 
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discontinuity of 6.., and equal zero elsewhere. For j = 1,2 
o 
let us define; 







(u), b-(u)), where 
a.(u) = G ^ u ) - dG.Ci CT-U.) J ), b,(u) = Oft-Cu). 
.Now, when we consider another form of che asymptotic 
normality, we can prove the following assertion. « 
Theorem 2. Let the hypothesis of independence hold and 
let the scores ̂ (i), 16 i£ n, satisfy (2) or (3) with g> 
such that 0 -< J (<jj(u) - .̂)du-<ra>f qfj s J <gj(u)dut 
j - 1,2, where «fj is defined by (7). Then, for ever^ e >• 
yO there exists such n( e) that (6) holds for everj n ^ 
7»-n(e) with probability greater than 1 - e . 
Proof. There exists a permutation R' resp. Q' for eve-
ry vector of ranks R resp. Q such that K(U*) and Q(Q') have 
components ordered according to their magnitude. Putting 
Q0 * Q(R') or RQ « R(Q') it follows from the definition of 
averaged scores for ̂  given by (4) that 
§- я Ą Ą *n
(i
.
т) *n ( ( W V ) - Д V ^ ̂  (й
oá,т). n «,, 
We choose the first form. The vector Q
Q
 has under the hypo­
thesis the same distribution as the vector Q. The sequence 
4«
n
Ci,T)$ will play the role of regression constants. We 
prove at first that 
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É mAX> (Gs^í-i+T)-^) 
(9) <**?" —^~ *» O ln probabil i ty , 
Šl Ca (+JT)- a, )% 
Now, 
ttls p A 
1/n ^51 , . <«^(i,-'> - ^ Q )
2 - i > . f ( ^ ( u ) - ý ^ - d n s - O 
as n —*>a> ( c f . [ 6 ] , the proof of Theorem 3 .4 ) . Obviously, 
1 — 2 
max (a^ijT) - m^&max (â Ci) - a^) ho.Hs. Then, if sco-
ires satisfy C2) we can prove that 1/n max (â Ci) - â ) —> 
—*> 0 ̂following the pattern of the proof of Theorem 23.b 
of £91. 
Denoting the scores defined by (3) as si~(i) we haver 
1/n max (a^i) - ̂ )2-^4Ai max (a^Ci) - a^Ci))2* 
+ 4/n max (arQ(i) - \)
2+ 2/n (a^ - %^2f 
where a^i) satisfy C2). 
1M max (a^tt) - a^i))2* 1/n 4 S ^ Ca^U) - an(i)>
2 = 
s J C ̂ 3 (1 * C m3 } ~ *n (1 + r^} ] 2—^ ° 
according to the proof of Theorem V.1.6 a and Lemma V.1.6 a 
••" " - ' • ' • ' • • p 
of 141 . Similarly, 1/n (a^ - a^) —>> 0 as n — > co . 
It follows from [4], Theorem V.1.4 b and Lemma V.1.6 a. 
that scores defined by (2) or C3) satisfy the condition 
I Call, *| «* 3 } « ̂  to))2**-.*, o. 
Then, applying Bieorea 4.2 from 12} we may conclude the 
proof. Q.B.D* 
Bemark. Theorems 1 and 2 obviously hold for s t a t i s -
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tic (1) when both sequences of scores 4an(i)f ,4b (i) } 
satisfy their assumptions. 
The assertions of Theorems 1 and 2 give us the asymp-
totic normality of the conditional distribution with natu-
ral parameters so that the corresponding test procedure is 
nonparametric. The other authors obtained results in which 
4 
-ir— 
the statistic n x Sn is asymptotically normal with the va-
riance depending on a distribution of observations. 
We can find such a result in Ruymgaart [51, under the 
hypothesis and under the fixed alternative for distribut-
ions with a finite number of points of discontinuity, or in 
Behnen [1J. Behnen considered the more general statistic 
S « a~*..Z^b(R.,Q.). 
4, s 4 X * 1 
Shirahata [8) derived the locally most powerful rank 
test of the hypothesis of independence for the case of cen-
sored samples from continuous distributions when the first 
n^ X- and n^ X- order statistics were observed (n,, xi^ are 
fixed nonrandom numbers). He obtained again - as a test sta-
tistic - the statistic of a type (1) and the assertion about 
the asymptotic normality analogical to Ruymgaart's Theorem 
2.1. 
3. Distribution of rank statistics under alternatives. 
Conditions of the asymptotic normality of statistics n~* S 
under alternatives are derived for continuous observations 
in Ruymgaart L51. Samples from general distributions are con-
sidered only by Behnen C1J who investigated the statistics 
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with random ranks and statistics with averaged scores under 
contiguous alternatives. The alternatives, however, are ra-
ther artificial and the author does not introduce an examp-
le of their use. It follows from Behnen's investigations of 
the asymptotic power that the S-test is asymptotically bet-
ter than S*-test. 
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